We model the range image segmentation problem in the framework of Bayes inference and Markov ran dom field.' Thereafter an extended ICM algorithm is presented in this paper. We introduce an other esti mation (surface parameter set A) into the basic IeM algorithm and also propose to use edge-based seg mentation as the initial state for subsequent energy minimizing procedure. Theoretical and experimen tal analysis of convergence is given. We have shown that in this way a little computation will bring forth a high-quality segmentation. tion. Improved quality is observed.
Introduction
Due to its capability of providing explicit geometric information, range image finds wide application in current-day robot vision systems. Normally a seg mentation process is carried out first through which a range image is partitioned into non-overlapping re gions that conespond to different surface patches on physical objects in the three-dimensional scene. This task is well-known to be an important yet challenging problem towards 3-D vision. An experimental eval uation [1] of four representative algorithms reveals that even the problem of planar segmentation which is limited to polyhedral objects cannot be regarded as solved. Further improvement is demanded with respect to both segmentation quality and computa tional cost.
Range image segmentation techniques could be broadly classified into two categories: region-based [2, 3] and edge-based [4, 5] . Edge-based approach aims to locate region boundaries which signify sur face discontinuities in depth, normal or curvature.
Edge-based approach suffers from its tendency to produce unclosed edge maps and extensive empiri cal postprocessing may be needed. The basic idea behind region-based approach is to group image pix els into different regions based on homogeneity mea sures. Typically a feature vector is calculated and associated with each pixel; segmentation is then per formed· in the fea.ture space using clustering meth ods [3] or in the image domain using region-growing methods [2] . One disadvantage of region-growing.
methods is that their performance depends highly [6] ' initial segmentation obtained by using region-based technique is refined based on the detectOO edge maps to produce the final segmenta tion. Improved quality is observed.
In our previous work [7] the problem of range image segmentation is studied in a Bayes infer ence framework. We report a model-basOO approach which is based on maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation and Markov random field (MRF) mod elling. ·Following the above approach, this paper is to present an extended iterated conditional modes we aim to estimate the labeling set
The goal is to infer F from D. But unfortunately we ca.n not see any direct relationship between them. One is distance observation and the other is mem bership indication; there is an inference gap inside. An immediate cue here is that any pixels that take the same label should belong to the same surface patch and thus behave similarly with regard to some geometric considerations. Specifically, Besl [2] has pointed out that distance measurements in a range image can be approximated well enough for 3-D ob ject recognition purposes with low-order bivariate polynomial functions. That is, image pixels in the same region should conform with the same polyno mial function. Such geometric homogeneity inside re gions provides a reasonable means for inference from D to F. For example, if we limit our current study to polyhedral objects, the true distance values can be approximated by plane functions which have the typical form (this polynomial approximation can be easily extended to higher-order cases):
where ii = [a() a l a 2 ]T is the parameter vector of the surface patch that pixel (i, j) belongs to. Since
is a degraded version of true distance g(i,j) and different labels correspond to dif ferent parameter vectors, our observation D and esti mation F have been connected by these a. Based on the above discussion, we introduce another desired estimation
which is the set of parameter vectors of involved sur face patches. Note that current formulation in Eq. (2) is only applicable to orthographic range sensors by which distances are measured from the sensor plane to surface points. Therefore (i, j, g(i , j» ) could be treated as a genuine Cartesian coordinate.
Our objectives now include both F and A, in which F symbolizes the segmentation result while A represents the surface patches. How to seek them is handled in the framework of Bayes inference. We adopt the MAP criterion and define the optimal es timation by F*,A' = arg max P(F, AID) (4) According to the Bayes rule, we can write the a pos teriori probability as
In this equation P(D) is a constant for a fixed D, and meanwhile we have
99 Therefore Eq. (4) is mathematically equivalent to F*, A* = arg max{P(DIF, A)P(AIF)P(F)} (7) There are three items in the above definition and we will discuss them respectively . The first item P(DIF, A) is the likelihood func tion. It depends on the image formation procedure and involved noise. Here a simple observation model of linear transformation and zero-mean, i.i . d. Gaus sian noise is employed , i.e.
where e '" N(O, (2) ( a 2 is the noise variance). The likelihood function can then be written as
is the likelihood energy.
The second item P(AIF) is the conditional a pri ori probability of A. The function parameter set A actually encodes the positions, poses and shapes of surface patches in the scene. It is easy to see that given only the affiliated pixels but without the dis t ance information, we can not figure out how the surface patches should appear: they may be nea.r to or far from the sensor, face left or right, curve like a cylinder or it sphere. Tremendous possibilities ex� ist with equal probability. In other words we can not take any rational preference on the distribution of A in the parameter space. So in our formulation P(A/F) is treated as a 'uniform distribution and dis carded in the subsequent optimization.
The last item P (F) encodes thea priori knowl edge of labeling F. A reasonable assertion here is that neighboring pixels are likely to belong to the same region. Such contextual constraint can be readily modeled by a Markov random field [9] .
F is viewed as a field of random variables, i.e. f(i,j), among which the Markovianity holds that only neighboring pixels have direct interactions on each other, whi)e non-neighboring pixels are conditionally independent. P(F) thus obeys the Gibbs distribu tion [10]:
where Z is the partition function which is the same for different F and a priori energy for pair-site cliques. Since we have no preference which label should be better, single-site clique pa rameters 0:1 are 1111 set to zero. Pair-site clique pa rameter (3 is given a negative value to punish differ ent labels between neighboring pixels. U(F) is then rewritten as
where N(z, j ) is tbe set of neighboring pixels of pixel (i, j).
Having studied tbe specific forms of P(DIF, A), P(AIF) and P(F), we can transform the maximiza tion problem in Eq. (7) reM is essentially a local method and needs a rea sonable starting point to achieve a satisfactory result.
Besag'then recommends to use the maximum likeli hood estimation, that is, to choose those f(i,j) which
Rapid convergence is the desirable property of ICM to be used in a practical system. We extend the basic leM algorithm in two aspects to adopt it in model-based range image segmentation.
the updating scheme
Our updating scheme involves a second estimation A (beside F) which denotes the parameter vector set of surface patches.
Starting from the initial state (FO, AO), the algorithm first updates sequen tially each f ( t" ") into J ( t+l ) by maximizing the con-
Then At is updated by a new set At+ l which is cal culated by plane function fitting on each patcb using linear least squares method. The above defines an updating cycle of our' extended 1CM algorithm and will repeat until convergence.
We will explain the rationality in two points. First it follows from Bayes' theory that
Given A and f S\(i,j ) fixed, it is easy to see that updating f(i,j) by maximizing P (f(i,j ) lA, fS\( i ,j) , D ) will never decrease P( F, AID) at any stage. Second, the posterior probability can be also written as
The linear least squares method for estimating A is essentially maximizing likelihood function P( F , DIA)
and consequently maximizes P(AIF, D) under uni form prior. Refer to Section 2 and the following for mulation:
So when we fix F and update A at every stage, P(F, AID) always increases or at least remains un changed. Combining the above observations, we can conclude that our scheme performs in a hill-climbing manner and eventual convergence is assured. (shadow pixels in a structured light sensor image).
The final segmentations after a few iterations of up dating are presented in Fig. l(c) and l(f). An obvi ous improvement is achieved. Our algorithm is testi fied to be very effective in deleting isolated spurious edge points while retaining true edge points.
We also depict the convergence curve on 
Conclusion
Li [9] has discussed the relationship between formal and heuristic approaches in designing vision algo rithms. He advocates a hybrid strategy to "use a heuristic algorithm to quickly find a small number of solution candidates and then evaluate the found can didates using an energy function derived formally to
give the best funclion". Our algorithm is actually in spired by this general idea. We model the range im age segmentation problem in the framework of Bayes inference and Markov random field. Thereafter an extended ICM algorithm is presented in this paper.
We introduce another estimation (surface parameter set A) into the basic lCM algorithm and also propose t.o use edge-based segmentation as the initial state for su bseq uent· energy-minimizing proced ure. Theoreti cal and experimental analysis of convergence is given.
vVe have shown that in this way a little computation will bring forth a high-quality segmentation.
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